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mooz 

AGES 8 
TO ADULT

10-15
MINUTES

3+
PLAYERS

D6 NOT 
INCLUDED

mooz is the Zoom scavenger hunt game 
you’ve been looking for! In a race against 

the clock, players compete to see who can 
earn the most points across three levels of 

play. Can you get a perfect score?

#ZoomJam Edition
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The #ZoomJam Edition of mooz consists of three levels. 
Before you begin, assign the role of referee to one player. 
Throughout the game, the referee will challenge each player to 
find something in their physical space that meets a series of 
conditions randomly selected using a six-sided die. Each player 
earns one point for every condition they meet. The player with 
the most points at the end of the game wins. For example... let’s 
say the round called for something blue, square, and soft. The 
player below would receive 2 out of 3 points. This is because 
their submission is square and blue, but not soft.

REQUIREMENTS:

To play mooz, the referee will need one six-sided die, a pen or 
pencil, and this toolkit. When you’re ready to play, invite a group 
of at least three people to join you on a Zoom call. Each round 
takes approximately 1-3 minutes in total to complete.

mooz 

instructions

BLUE

SQUARE

SOFT
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level one

In this round, players will have 20 seconds to find something 
in their space that is a specific color. Roll the die one time to 
determine the focus of the scavenger hunt, set your timer for 20 
seconds, and begin!

COLOR:

1. Red
2. Orange
3. Yellow
4. Green
5. Blue
6. Black

mooz 
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level two

In this round, players will have 40 seconds to find something in 
their space that is a specific color and shape. Roll the die two 
times to determine the focus of the scavenger hunt, set your 
timer for 40 seconds, and begin!

COLOR:

1. Red
2. Orange
3. Yellow
4. Green
5. Blue
6. Black

1. Rectangle
2. Square
3. Triangle
4. Circle
5. Oval
6. Pentagon

SHAPE:

mooz 
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level three

In this round, players will have 60 seconds to find something in 
their space that is a specific color, shape, and texture. Roll the 
die three times to determine the focus of the scavenger hunt, set 
your timer for 60 seconds, and begin!

COLOR:

1. Red
2. Orange
3. Yellow
4. Green
5. Blue
6. Black

1. Rectangle
2. Square
3. Triangle
4. Circle
5. Oval
6. Pentagon

SHAPE:

mooz 

1. Scratchy
2. Soft
3. Wet
4. Rough
5. Smooth
6. Fuzzy

TEXTURE:
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Level 1

mooz scorecard* 

Keep track of everyone’s score as you go. Print as many of these as 
you need. Each scorecard has room for 14 players.

1matthew m. 1 2 2 3 6 8 23

Name R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 Total

Level 2 L3 L4 L5

* 
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If you had a good time, you’ll love 
our expanded version of mooz. It 
has seven rounds! Check it out at 
gum.co/moozgame.

thanks 

for playing 

mooz!
You did it! 

Thanks for playing 
the #ZoomJam 

edition of mooz!

mooz 

CREDITS & SPECIAL THANKS
mooz was designed by Matthew Manos, and published by 
Reginald. The game was inspired by prompt #624 of Peculiar 
Prompts, the Social Distancing Edition. The game designer 
wishes to acknowledge Austin Bauer, Katie Manos, Jacob 
Surovsky, Jeff Watson, and Social Distancing for providing the 
inspiration and motivation required to make this game. 

mooz is in no way affiliated with Zoom.

http://gum.co/moozgame
http://reginald.co
http://gum.co/socialdistance
http://gum.co/socialdistance

